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Florilegium was curated by Ursula Hargens, a
celebrated ceramic artist, member of NCC’s
exhibitions committee, a long-time educator,
and curator of A Gilded Age (NCC’s spring
2014 exhibition). The exhibition shared new
work from a few artists who have shown in some
capacity at the Center in years past, as well as
those new to NCC and included: Joan Bruneau,
Guy Michael Davis and Katie Parker, Rain Harris,
Rebecca Hutchinson, Jae Won Lee, Kate Maury,
and Julie Moon.
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This project is supported in part by an award from the National Endowment for the Arts.

This activity is made possible by the voters of Minnesota through a grant from the Minnesota State
Arts Board, thanks to a legislative appropriation from the arts and cultural heritage fund, a grant from
the Wells Fargo Foundation Minnesota, and by a grant from the National Endowment for the Arts.
Additional funding for Florilegium comes from Continental Clay Company, George Reid, and the
Windgate Charitable Foundation.

In conjunction with this exhibition, Joan Bruneau
visited NCC for a daylong demonstration
and conversation with NCC’s clay community.
Additionally, Rebecca Hutchinson was in
residence from April 28 – May 1, working on a
new, site-specific installation, titled Tranquil
Burst. A little background on this wonderful
piece: in March 2016, Rebecca was a resident
artist at Crane Papermaking Co. within the
Crane Museum of Papermaking in Dalton,
Massachusetts. She worked with the assistance
of Peter Hopkins in recycling one million dollars
worth of off-line currency and 10 pounds of
recycled blue jeans that were pulped in two
different Crane site beaters. With two assistants,
she pulled over 4,000 sheets that were then
formed into 6,000 bloomettes ranging in color
from currency green to dungaree blue, and
any combination of the two, to be used in the
exhibition. With help from Walter Shaw, Denise
Rouleau, Brenda Ryan, and Erin Lowry, this piece
took shape at NCC in just a few short days.
Finally, Florilegium made possible a presentation
by Kathy Allen, director of the Andersen
Horticultural Library, located at the Minnesota
Landscape Arboretum, during which time she
share two volumes of The Highgrove Florilegium,

Florilegium also served as a perfect backdrop
for Northern Clay Center’s 25th Anniversary
celebration, which was held Saturday, June 25,
and included an event of botanical dress, floralinfused refreshments, live music, a speciallycrafted anniversary ale, and a silent auction
featuring vases, tulipieres and other floral-centric
ceramic vessels made by generations of ceramic
artists who have supported NCC and grown with
us along the way. These pots will find homes
across the state and the country immediately
following the event, but as a way to forever mark
their presence, and importance, we’ve included
images of each of these objects on the back
pages of this catalogue. A special thank you to
each of these artists.
Florilegium and related programming was made
possible by generous support and resources
from many institutions and individuals. Many
thanks to our loyal and long-time exhibition
funders: Continental Clay Company, George
Reid, and the Windgate Charitable Foundation.
Additionally, this activity is made possible by the
voters of Minnesota through a Minnesota State
Arts Board Operating Support grant, thanks
to a legislative appropriation from the arts and
cultural heritage fund, a grant from the Wells
Fargo Foundation Minnesota, and a grant from
the National Endowment for the Arts.
Finally, thank you to Northern Clay Center’s
exhibitions committee — Heather Nameth Bren,
Kelly Connole, Mark Pharis, Robert Silberman,
and, of course, Ursula Hargens, for playing
such a pivotal role in the vision and execution
of NCC’s exhibition programming. Thank you
as well to Michael Arnold, NCC’s exhibitions
manager of 4 years, and his partner in crime
on this exhibition installation, Brady McLearen,
for the long hours, gorgeous installation, and
enthusiasm.
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a tome from 2008 – 2009, depicting plants
from Prince Charles’ garden at Highgrove in
Gloucestershire and featuring prints from the
best botanical painters in the world.
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In the year Florilegium was produced, Northern
Clay Center’s exhibition program explored
the spectrum of ceramic techniques, makers,
and influences. From experimental creations
by novice and emerging artists, to functional
pottery that explored the nature of ceramic
education, to wildly imaginative sculpture and
gorgeous pottery made by mid-career artists,
to ceramic objects and art that employed
new technologies at the fingertips of makers,
Florilegium added to the array of possibilities in
clay with its floral-centric subject explored both
decoratively and conceptually.

Installation view.

Notes:
1

Henrietta Dumont, The Floral
Offering: A Token Of Affection
And Esteem, Comprising The
Language And Poetry Of
Flowers, (Philadelphia: H.C.
Peck & Theo. Bliss, 1851), 5–6.

Florilegium
Ursula Hargens

Henrietta Dumont begins her 1851 Victorian
classic, The Floral Offering, with this series of
questions:
Why has the beneficent Creator scattered
over the face of the earth such a profusion
of beautiful flowers — flowers by the
thousand and million, in every land — from
the tiny snowdrop that gladdens the
chill spring of the north, to the gorgeous
magnolia that flaunts in the sultry regions of
the tropics? Why is it that every landscape
has its appropriate flowers, every nation its
national flowers, every rural home its home
flowers? Why do flowers enter and shed
their perfume over every scene of life from
cradle to the grave? Why are flowers made
to utter all voices of joy and sorrow in all
varying scenes, from the chaplet that adorns
the bride to the votive wreath that blooms
over the tomb?
It is for no other reason than that
flowers have in themselves a real and natural
significance. They have a positive relation to
man, his sentiments, passions, and feelings.
They correspond to actual emotions. They
have their mission — a mission of love and
mercy. They have their language, and from
the remotest ages this language has found
its interpreters.1
For millennia, flowers and pots have
accompanied humans through daily life.
Throughout ceramic history, the two have often
been thoughtfully joined — a simple lily brushed
in slip on a Minoan jar, a peony symbolizing
wealth and honor blossoming on a Ming Dynasty
vase, a cobalt blue daisy on a German salt-glazed
jug. Florilegium, from the Latin flos (flower)
and legere (to gather) — literally a gathering
of flowers — brings together the work of seven
contemporary artists who continue this tradition

of interpreting flowers through ceramics.
The ceramic objects in this exhibition
examine the ways in which flowers are used
as symbols, culture, and meaning. We give
flowers to mark important moments in life and,
at the same time, to symbolize their transience.
Flowers are vibrant, structural, and insistent
in their growth, and are also rare, fragile, and
ephemeral. Flower motifs can represent the
worst of vapid, hackneyed decoration, yet, they
can also enliven an object. Flowers are seen as
novel, exotic, something to be protected, and
they also illustrate our human urge to dominate
and exploit the natural world.
These artists explore flowers as motif, as
structure, as still life, and as landscape. They
consider how vessels can work in concert with
actual flowers; they create floral representations
that range from abstract motifs to painterly
compositions, to naturalistic renderings; and
they consider culturally-bound floral depictions
that capture the values of time and place.
Featured artists play with these dualities in their
work. They reflect the tensions, complexity, and
beauty of our contemporary age and compel us
to reconsider the flower as both a poignant and
powerful image.
Rebecca Hutchinson’s large-scale, sitespecific installations are built organically; petals
clustered along lengths of willow branches are
pegged together to form loose, rectangular
scaffolds. She writes, “Installation construction
is influenced conceptually by specific growth
patterns, but does not replicate nature. Like an
animal that uses the vernacular from place, I, too,
upcycle humble materials and remake them into
what I hope to be exquisite sculptural forms.”2
Her pieces weave together fired ceramics,
handmade paper from recycled currency and
blue jean fiber, non-fired paper-clay, and natural
elements. The layered, repetitive structures
dwarf the viewer. Rather than peering down to
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2 Rebecca Hutchinson,
“Statement,” accessed
5 May 2016, http://
dedeeshattuckgallery.com
/instinctive-formation/.

Notes:

Notes:

3 Kate Maury, “Artist Statement,”
last modified 3 February 2015,
http://artaxis.org/kate-maury/.

5 Rain Harris, “Porcelain, Resin,
and Black Clay Flowers,”
accessed 5 May 2016, http://
rainharris.com/section/382474_
Porcelain_Resin_and_Black_
Clay_Flowers.html.

carefully observe minute details of a flower, the
scaffold of oversized blossoms allows one to
walk through and be physically consumed by an
imaginary ecosystem. Her pieces evoke feelings
of fantasy and wonder, capturing a beauty that is
both robust and fleeting.
Kate Maury loosely uses the anatomy of
flowers as a guide for her assertively decorative
vessels. Using sprigs created from repurposed
craft hobby molds, Maury creates vases,
candelabras, truffle holders, and flower bricks
layered with embellishment. In her pieces, the
form and floral images merge; one cannot
exist without the other. Her vibrant, dynamic
assemblages capture the luminosity and
complexity of live flowers — pools of glaze mimic
the intense, vivid hues of petals and sprigged
textures emulate the detail of actual specimens.
Maury describes the feeling she is looking
for as one of “visual pleasures, abundance of
texture, tactility and lushness of excess.”3 She
is repurposing the well-worn language of the
ceramic hobbyist to create pieces that are
vibrant and alive with color and that capture the
radiance of a flower in bloom.
Julie Moon’s “floral still lifes” are
simultaneously sculptures and pots, paintings
and decoration, representations and
abstractions. Her graphic, reductive shapes
acknowledge the pervasive portrayal of flowers
in both painting and the decorative arts. Her
rounded, closed forms speak of pottery volumes
while the surface compositions reference
19th-century impressionist paintings. In Red
Amorphous, flower heads push out from the
interior of the form, drawing attention to the
abstracted patterns framed within the flower’s
center. In Yellow Vase, petals and leaves break
from the surface and transition from two- to
three-dimensional space. Her palette shifts from
soft pastels to saturated primary hues and seems
to move from Manet’s light-filled paintings to

Matisse’s bold cutouts. Moon outlines leaf and
flower motifs with strong strokes of blue, gray,
and gold. She stylizes and flattens the images,
bringing them from the language of painting into
the language of the decorative arts.
Among the colorful and ornate pieces
in the exhibition, sits Jae Won Lee’s quiet
and questioning work. Her piece, Blooming,
Withering, and Other Thoughts III, is composed
of small, sensitively pinched porcelain flowers
threaded together into long, looping strands.
Each unit is created from a common, ten-lobed
floral element. They are uniform, as if punched
out with a cookie cutter, but come to life as Lee
delicately shapes each piece of clay. The sheen
of the vitrified porcelain, the repetition of a single
motif, and the evidence of Lee’s hand make her
pieces feel precious and personal. Lee tints the
porcelain clay, producing color transitions that
range from stark whites and milky blues to deep
blue-grays. The units are made from porcelain
gathered from all over the world, and the clay,
Lee explains, “varies subtly in its nuance although
it is not easily palpable to viewers.”4 Lee uses
repetition and the accumulation of porcelain
leaves and flowers to speak symbolically of
the individual experience, alluding to intimate
moments, the fleeting traces of one’s labor, and
the inevitable passage of time.
Leafy fleur-de-lis and circular motifs
composed of radiating blossoms float across
Joan Bruneau’s functional pitchers, platters, and
flower bricks. A crocus that appears as a simple
line drawing around a rim is reinterpreted in the
center as an abstracted “sprouting seed” motif.
Bruneau thoughtfully combines glazes, pairing
matte and translucent surfaces to create both
textural contrasts and associations with the
plants themselves. While her color palette often
shifts to reflect the season, her illustrations are
defined by a graceful sgraffito line that moves
from rich black to feathery copper-green. Her

pots mediate between domestic and natural
space; vases and flower bricks create a temporary
home for flowers, allowing one to bring nature
inside. As a person arranges flowers in one of
Bruneau’s pieces, they are composing — layering
live flowers on top of illustrated buds and
blooms. In doing so, the user is actively engaging
with both real flowers and flowers as decorative
motif. This dual engagement acknowledges the
role of flowers as domestic ritual and shows our
enduring attraction to their image.
Rain Harris’ highly composed, formal
arrangements combine black porcelain, silk
flowers, and resin on small, plywood stands.
Synthetic silk flowers, which in a contemporary
context are often viewed as inferior, lower-class
substitutes, are transformed through a glittering
coating of resin. In many ways, the resin covered
flowers hold the place that the glazed surface
traditionally does, introducing shiny, translucent
color into the composition. Harris contrasts
the resin surface with naturalistically modeled,
unglazed porcelain flowers. In doing so, she
creates a circle of mimicry — the clay feigns live
flowers and the resin imitates glaze. In her artist
statement, Harris refers to the compositions as
“stylized landscapes or still lifes.”5 She mentions
Wunderkammern or Cabinets of Curiosities, and
the compositional and thematic links to these
types of collections are clear. These cabinets
often juxtaposed man-made objects with natural
specimens, and through their contrast, evoked
insight into natural history, scientific discovery,
and the reflection of human experience through
cultural objects. Harris’ tightly orchestrated
vignettes illustrate that this conversation
between nature and its cultural interpretations is
still active and relevant today.
The pieces created by Future Retreival, a
collaboration by ceramic artists Katie Parker
and Guy Michael Davis, are a hybrid of ceramic
processes and influences. Five Bonsai, and

three pieces from the Life On series, appear as
curated clusters of botanical specimens. A trio of
abstracted bonsai sit firmly in futuristic planters,
and another bonsai group decorates a slick,
contemporary console table. Future Retrieval
uses an eclectic assortment of decorative and
firing techniques, from stony wood-fired and
soda-fired surfaces to bright enamels and
gold lustres. They embrace both the beauty of
ceramic materials and its defective counterpart;
lustrous celadons are coupled with rough crater
glazes. They disregard traditional definitions
of successful glazes and fluently move through
the history of ceramic processes, capriciously
picking, choosing, and combining surfaces
within their pieces. As a result, their pieces are
rooted in a ceramic lineage, but simultaneously
reach to define a future aesthetic — one where
beauty is, perhaps, blistered and crusty. Their
choice of bonsai also reflects an understanding
of botanical beauty as culturally bound and
subjective. Bonsai, traditionally representing
a simple, harmonious beauty, also capture the
human urge to curate, manipulate, and re-shape
the natural environment. Future Retrieval’s
futuristic landscapes call on us to question our
role in this human-environmental narrative.
Gathered together, the artists in Florilegium
form an eclectic bouquet. Their approaches to
the flower are wildly diverse. They celebrate the
importance of flowers in social rituals, speak
of our ever-evolving relationship to the natural
world, and reference the familiar language of
craft. They invoke art history, from Modernism
to the lexicon of architecture, and draw upon
our associations of flowers with life cycles and
the passage of time. The artists use flowers as
imagery, as symbol, and as metaphor. Collectively,
they affirm the continued relevance of Henrietta
Dumont’s “language of flowers” and its ability to
illuminate the concerns, beliefs, and sentiments
that define this current moment in time.

Florilegium
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4 Jae Won Lee, email message to
author, 9 April 2016.
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professor of art at NSCAD University since 1995. Her love of travel and food sparked her desire to
become a potter, after she discovered the authentic cuisines and pottery traditions of Europe on a
trip in 1983–84. She earned her BFA from NSCAD University in 1988, and an MFA from the University
of Minnesota in 1993. Her work is exhibited throughout North America and is included in public
collections, including the Art Gallery of Nova Scotia, Canada; Sykes Gallery, US; and Jingdezhen
Ceramics Institute, China. Joan was the 2009 recipient of the Established Artist Recognition Award
from the Creative Nova Scotia Leadership Council, and the 2005 recipient of the Winifred Shantz
Award, which funded her residency at La Meridiana International School of Ceramics in Tuscany, Italy.
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Joan Bruneau is a full-time studio potter based in Lunenburg, Nova Scotia, Canada, and a

Flower Brick with Sprouting Seed
Motif, 2016, earthenware, slip, sgraffito,
polychrome glaze, 7.5” x 18” x 6”.

Savory Platter, 2016, earthenware,
slip, sgraffito, polychrome glaze,
17” x 17” x 2”.

Guy Michael Davis and Katie Parker work collaboratively and form the studio

Florilegium

Bonsai, 2014–15, porcelain,
glaze, wood-fired porcelain,
salt/soda-fired porcelain,
varying dimensions.
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Future Retrieval. Their works utilize three-dimensional scanning and digital manufacturing of found
forms that are molded and constructed in porcelain, mimicking the history of decorative arts and
design. Their collaborative work has been shown in solo and group exhibitions across the United
States. Most recently, their work was exhibited in Variable Proportions at Reed Gallery, University of
Cincinnati, Cincinnati, Ohio; and in Petals and Pop, The Clay Studio, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania. In
2015, they were awarded the Smithsonian Artist Research Fellowship, and their work can be found
in the collections of the Kansas City Art Institute, Kansas City, Missouri; and The Pottery Workshop,
Jingdezhen, China, among others. Their “process addresses the conceptualization, discovery, and
acquisition of form, to make content-loaded sculptures that reference design and are held together
by craft.” They say, “We incorporate an interdisciplinary approach to our work, striving to make
influential historic objects relevant to today.”

Florilegium
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Vere Veridans, 2015,
porcelain, wood, resin,
silk flowers, 14” x 14” x 6”.

Rain Harris received her BFA from the Rhode Island School of Design, Providence, Rhode
Island, and her MFA from The Ohio State University, Columbus, Ohio. She has been a visiting artist
and lecturer across the United States, teaching at the Kansas City Art Institute, Kansas City, MO;
Drury University, Springfield, MO; and the Nerman Museum of Contemporary Art, Overland Park, KS.
She has also exhibited across the United States in both solo and group exhibitions, and has work in
numerous permanent collections such as the Danmarks Keramikmuseum, Middelfart, Denmark; the
ASU Art Museum, Ceramics Research Center, Tempe, AZ; and the San Angelo Museum of Fine Arts,
San Angelo, TX. Her work is a reference to nature, growth, and acts of nature, and it employs the use
of industrial materials such as silk flowers and resin to juxtapose the organic with the synthetic.
Flos Fractum, 2014, black clay,
wood, resin, silk flowers,
10.5” x 16” x 9”.

Florilegium
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Rebecca Hutchinson, professor of art at the University of Massachusetts–Dartmouth,
received her BA in ceramics from Berea College, and her MFA from the University of Georgia.
Working in both large-scale sculpture and in installation, her work is typically site-specific,
addressing her observations of place and ecosystems. Exhibitions include solo shows and
installations at San Francisco Museum of Craft and Design; the 2012 Taiwan Ceramics Biennale,
Taipei, Taiwan; Keramikos Internationale della Ceramica D’Arte, Bracciano Museum, Bracciano, Italy;
Racine Museum of Art; Fuller Craft Museum, and others across the world. She has been awarded
numerous grants and fellowships from the Puffin Foundation, the Pollock-Krasner Foundation,
and the Virginia Commission for the Arts Award. In addition, her work has been published in over
80 publications.

Tranquil Burst, 2016, porcelain,
paperclay, handmade paper,
adhesive, adobe, willow,
11’ x 13’ x 11’.

Jae Won Lee, a professor of art at Michigan State

Florilegium
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University in East Lansing, Michigan, received her MFA from
the New York State College of Ceramics at Alfred University
and a BFA from California State University–Long Beach. She
exhibits extensively across the US and the world, recently
having two solo exhibitions: Layers of Mountains, at the
Thomas Hunter Project Space, Hunter College of CUNY,
New York; and Beyond Mountains at the C2 Gallery PWS,
Jingdezhen, China. Her work is also part of many notable
collections such as the American Museum of Ceramic Art, the
Archie Bray Foundation for the Ceramic Arts, and the Racine
Art Museum. Lee’s porcelain sculptures, often comprised
of multiples and layers, are “assembled into a large singular
unit toward conveying the idea of white winter as a place to
contemplate simplicity, silence, and solitude.”

From left to right:
Blooming Withering, and
Other Thoughts III, 2015,
porcelain, monofilament, glass
beads, shelf, 33” x 30” x 6”.

Blooming Myosotis, 2016,
porcelain, monofilament, glass
beads, decal, 50” x 5” x 3”.

Kate Maury received a BFA from the Kansas City Art Institute and an MFA from the New York

Truffle Bush, 2015, mid-range
porcelain, glaze, 9” x 17” x 9”.

Florilegium
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State College of Ceramics at Alfred University. She currently lives in St. Paul, Minnesota, and is a
professor in the School of Art and Design at the University of Wisconsin–Stout. Her work is featured
in both juried and invitational shows at regional, national, and international venues. In addition,
Maury’s work is published in contemporary ceramic art books such as Making Marks: Discovering
the Ceramic Surface by Robin Hopper; 500 Bowls, Lark Books; The Art of Contemporary American
Pottery by Kevin Hluch; and High-Fire Glazes by Lark Books. Most recently, she completed two
residencies at the International Ceramics Studio in Kecskemét, Hungary. In addition, she pursues
her interests in folk art, traveling extensively throughout India and China, documenting local artistic
practices in pottery and textiles that are integral to these cottage industries.

Julie Moon received her BFA from the Ontario College of Art and Design, and her MFA from

Florilegium
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the New York State College of Ceramics at Alfred University. She has participated in numerous
residencies and exhibitions in both Canada and the United States. Recent exhibition venues include:
The Seattle Design Center, Pulse Art Fair with Narwhal Art Projects in Miami, the Katzman Kamen
Gallery in Toronto, The Clay Studio in Philadelphia, and the Schein-Joseph Ceramic Art Museum in
Alfred, New York. Recent residencies include: Anderson Ranch Arts Center, Center for Ceramics in
Berlin, and AIR Vallauris, France. Currently, Julie resides in Toronto, Ontario.

Yellow Vase, 2015, stoneware,
glaze, 22” x 12” x 11”.

While these pots will find homes
outside the walls of NCC, we are happy
to include a visual record of their short
life here.

Select vases from some of our generous makers were not available
to photograph, but we thank them regardless:
Sarah Chenoweth-Davis, Portland, OR
Giselle Hicks, Helena, MT
Ron Meyers, Athens, GA
Brooks Oliver, Dallas, TX
Albion Stafford, Normal, IL
Betsy Williams, Dixon, NM
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Florilegium served as the backdrop for
NCC’s 25th Anniversary Celebration,
and while the Florilegium exhibition
featured a smaller grouping of artists
who explore various floral themes in
their work, many other artists joined
in the botanical fun and created vases,
tulipieres, and flower bricks in honor
of our 25th Anniversary.

Walter Ostrom
Lunenburg, Nova Scotia
4.5” x 8.5” x 5.5”

Florilegium
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David Peters
Helena, MT
10” x 7.5” x 7.5”

Bulldog Pottery
Samantha Henneke
Seagrove, NC
12” x 5” x 5”

Laurie Shaman
Chicago, IL
6.5” x 6” x 3”

East Fork Pottery
John Vigeland
Marshall, NC
26.5” x 20” x 20”

Florilegium

Mark Skudlarek
Cambridge, WI
8” x 5.5” x 5.5”
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Bulldog Pottery
Bruce Gholson
Seagrove, NC
12” x 5” x 5”

Richard Gruchalla
and Carrin Rosetti
Duluth, MN
12” x 11” x 8”

Peter Pincus
Penfield, NY
15.5” x 4.5” x 4.5”

Linda Christianson
Lindstrom, MN
6” x 10.5” x 4”

Kip O’Krongly
Northfield, MN
9” x 8.5” x 6.5”

Bede Clarke
Columbia, MO
10” x 10” x 4.5”

Florilegium
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Ernest Gentry
Salt Lake City, UT
8.5” x 8.5” x 3.5”

Haakon Lenzi
New York, NY
17.5” x 10” x 10”

Jane Shellenbarger
Mount Morris, NY
12” x 5.5” x 5.5”

Florilegium
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Leila Denecke
Scandia, MN
9.5” x 13.5” x 5”

Mike Norman
St. Paul, MN
9” x 16” x 4.5”

Kevin Caufield
St. Paul, MN
18.5” x 9” x 8”

Jan McKeachie Johnston
River Falls, WI
22.5” x 6” x 6”

Florilegium
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Ted Saupe
Athens, GA
10” x 5” x 3.5”

Matthew Metz
Alfred Station, NY
13” x 7” x 7”

Bianka Groves
Minneapolis, MN
8” x 4” x 4”

Amy Santoferraro with Kyle Triplett
Manhattan, KS
9” x 8.5” x 8.5”

Florilegium
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Monica Rudquist
Minneapolis, MN
13” x 7” x 6”

James Lawton
South Dartmouth, MA
15” x 9” x 4.5”

Romulus Craft
Jeanne Bisson and Ikuzi Teraki
Washington, VT
10” x 5.5” x 5.5”

Randy Johnston
River Falls, WI
15” x 6.5” x 6.5”

Sanam Emami
Fort Collins, CO
12” x 6” x 6”
Ursula Hargens
Minneapolis, MN
8” x 8.5” x 8.5”

Florilegium
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Julia Walther
Washington, D.C.
7” x 4.5” x 3”
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Matt Repsher
Santa Fe, NM
6” x 8” x 8”

Andrew Avakian
Missoula, MT
18” x 7.5” x 6.5”

Alex Reed
Los Angeles, CA
17” x 4.5” x 4.5”

William Brouillard
Cleveland, OH
10” x 6” x 6”

Florilegium
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Kurt Brian Webb
Glenview, IL
16” x 7” x 7”

Sara Heimann
Lebanon, NH
11.5” x 6” x 4”

Andy Shaw
Baton Rouge, LA
18.5” x 7” x 7”

Liz Quackenbush
State College, PA
6.5” x 8.5” x 5.5”

S.C. Rolf
River Falls, WI
10” x 7” x 5”

Northern Clay Center

Northern Clay Center’s mission is the advancement of the ceramic arts. Its goals are to promote
excellence in the work of clay artists, to provide educational opportunities for artists and the
community, and to encourage the public’s appreciation and understanding of the ceramic arts.
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